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Bobble keyboard gif stickers apk

Share Bobble Heads with your all your friends in a single tap.2. Name your friends and add relationship to have fun with your Bobble Friends!3. Fesh Stickers & GIF suggestions for your chats!5. Performance Improvements - tiny bug fixes Performance Improvements Performance optimization 1. You don't need these apps no more!Browse Facebook
inside your keyboard while chatting on Whatsapp, Hike or anywhere else! Never miss out anyfriends on any social media again!Shop from Amazon or Check live Weather updates inside your keyboard!Now get language recommendations based on your location in Bobble app and easily add them to your keyboard!Bug Fixes and Performance
improvements. Improved typing personalization.2. Improved head style in GIFs now as well.3. Now login through single tap from keyboard as well. You can also use Bobble Keyboard to send large size emojis on WhatsApp.★ BigMoji, Shayaris, Jokes and much more...• Now make your chats even more interesting by sending BigMojis.• Long press to
send Emojis as Stickers from emoji row.• Daily new Jokes, Shayaris, Quotes and more to share with your friends.• Check out the Font section for all the new replies.• With Bobble Keyboard, impress your friends and family by using these new features across your social media (Whatsapp, Facebook, Instagram, TikTok)★ Awesome Features in Bobble AI
Keyboard• We have got tons of emojis (smileys/emoticons) added on this Keyboard• Bobble AI Keyboard uses Artificial Intelligence to automatically predict Emojis, Memes, Stickers, and GIFs• Glide Typing — slide your finger from letter to letter to type faster• Voice Typing — Just Speak & let Bobble write the text• Word Correction — recognizes
mistyping, provides correct suggestions• Keyboard Photo Themes — your favorite photos or colors as the background of your keyboard• Cool Fonts — You can also make your text bold, italic, underline or strikethrough★Personalized Content with Bobble Stickers Keyboard• Hilarious & fun stickers & GIFs• Type in your own native language and get
stickers and gifs• Make a theme with your personalized photo or choose amongst many default themes• Type your message and press the GIF button to get exact same GIF★ Pro Tips (With Bobble AI Keyboard, text like a pro)• Learns as you type: No need to manually add words to your personal dictionary. Performance improvements Lots of bug fixes
& performance improvementsNew fonts for all languages - underline & strikethrough on WhatsAppShare Heads & use them to have fun with friends!Make your own head collection of loved ones! Lots of bug fixes & performance improvementsNew fonts for all languages - underline & strikethrough on WhatsAppShare Heads & use them to have fun
with friends!Make your own head collection of loved ones! Lots of bug fixes & performance improvementsNew fonts for all languages - underline & strikethrough on WhatsAppShare Heads & use them to have fun with friends!Make your own head collection of loved ones! Share Heads & use them to have fun with friends!Get friend suggestions to add
their heads!Join your friends to create amazing stories together!Make your own head collection of loved ones!Bug Fixes & Performance improvements... Added Direct Sharing of stickers on Whatsapp2. Save more than 1 GB of phone storage with keyboard shortcuts for heavy apps like Facebook and Amazon. Bobble Keyboard is available for free with
no upgrades or in-app purchases.There is never a boring chat with Bobble Stickers Keyboard.Bobble Keyboard has everything you ever wanted from your keyboard:✔Packed with thousands of emojis, memes, stickers, funny GIFs, themes & fonts.✔Speed, reliability, glide typing, voice typing and much more! Bobble's Sticker Keyboard makes an
amazing personalized cartoon bobble head with your selfie and helps you share stickers and gifs with your bobble head in it. Bobble remembers it for you.• Choose a theme with or without key borders• Switch from number row and emoji row with a simple swipe• Slide your finger across the space bar to move the cursor★ This Keyboard helps you
celebrate every festival and every special occasion by providing stickers and gifs pack for the occasion. Your keyboard's got a cool new look!5. Improved search suggestions2. Updated Emojis3. 1. One Click. Brand new GIF & Stickers every week!3. Arabic language added to your keyboard.Bug fixes and performance improvements. ✔ Make your
photos your keyboard theme background wallpaper.✔ Search for your favorite story.✔ GIF loads much faster now.✔ Option to download High-quality GIF.✔ Sharing stickers & GIF on facebook comments made easy.✔ Brand new fonts added for you to impress your friends.✔ Now share Stickers & GIF only in ONE tap from Keyboard. Bobble makes
your conversations lively!CREATE & SHARE cheerful personal Stickers & Comics in the blink of an eye, on every messaging app - with Your Face & Your Message.All that it takes is just ONE SELFIE, & we love it, don't we!Get over boring texts & monotonous stickers like everyone else - Surprise everyone with your & even their funky avatars; Chat in
your local lingo with ubercool desi stickers.Your Awesome Selfie + Our mind-freaking Technology + Your wacky creativity + Our quirky graphics —> Super lively conversations on Whatsapp, Messenger, Hike, Line, everywhere!! New Features:• Keyboard - Bobble Stickers with Your Face in your keyboard! Chat & share directly in any app using
Bobble keyboard.• The Bobble Store - Loads of new stickers for you & your friends. Please be aware that ApkPlz only share the original and free pure apk installer for Bobble Indic Keyboard - Stickers, Ғonts & Themes 6.2.4.002 APK without any modifications. 1.Story of the day improvements2.UI enhancements.3.Crash fixes for Oppo/Realme 1.Fix for
Story of the Day not showing2.UI improvements. Skin tones added to emojis Performance Improvements Performance Improvements Performance ImprovementsNew Emojies added Performance improvements Bug fixes and performance optimization. Fixed Crash issue and Stickers/GIF issues.2. Improved Data Consumption 1. Discover GIF & Stickers
based on how you feel!4. Updated Clipboard with easy copying text.Better User Interface.Updated Layout for accessing Stickers/GIFs.Bugs Fixes and Performance Improvements. Spice up your conversations with amazingly funny Indian GIFs!Now get recommendations of apps popular among your friends inside your keyboard!Save more than 1 GB of
phone storage with keyboard shortcuts for heavy apps like Facebook and Youtube. Bobble Indic Keyboard - Stickers, Ғonts & Themes is a free Communication app. Your keyboard now learns faster as you type!3. Long press to send★★Updated Stickers & GIFs★★Bug Fixes and Performance Improvements★ Adding live IPL score in your
keyboard.Introducing Varnmala layout for Indic LanguagesIntroducing support for international languages. It's easy to download and install to your mobile phone. Long press to send★★Updated Stickers & GIFs (Independence Day Special)★★Bug Fixes and Performance Improvements★ Optimized Head CreationUpdated transliterations in
suggestionsBug Fixes and Performance Improvements Bug fixes and performance improvements ★★All new section of Jokes, Shayaris & Quotes in Font Section★★★★Send Big Mojis by Long Pressing on Emojis★★★★Long Press or Left/Right Swipe on word to Edit/Delete any word★★★★Bug Fixes and Performance Improvements★★ ★★All new
section of Jokes, Shayaris & Quotes in Font Section★★★★Send Big Mojis by Long Pressing on Emojis★★★★Long Press or Left/Right Swipe on word to Edit/Delete any word★★★★Bug Fixes and Performance Improvements★★ Bug fixes and performance improvements Bug fixes and performance improvements Bug fixes and performance
improvements Bug fixes and performance improvements Bug fixes and performance improvements Bug fixes and performance improvements Bug Fixes Performance Improvements 1. No more switching apps! We’re everywhere!• Be a star! - Make hilarious comics on trending stories & share with everyoneWe’re striving hard to bring you regular
updates to fulfil all your requests & solve all the bugs, and at the same time serve you amazingly new & exciting features..Coming up soon…• Head Sharing - Now you don't have to limit your creativity to yourself. We update our stickers and GIFs with every festival to share and help you celebrate every festival in the most trending way. New Camera
inside keyboard2. Brand new Settings UI to easily customize your keyboard experience.4. Crash fixes and performance improvements - Voice to Text typing. ✔ A faster, smoother keyboard for effortless typing.✔ Get relevant emoji suggestions in emoji row of your keyboard.✔ Easier access to all emojis from emoji row in keyboard.✔ Get much more
relevant sticker suggestions without even downloading sticker packs.✔ Bug fixes and performance improvements. Create heads of your dear ones and share with them in few simple taps! The all-new Bobble AI Keyboard is here to make your conversation interesting and fun. Bug fixes & performance improvements. You also don’t have to worry about
them filling your storage space.Highlights:• Our mind-freaking Technology - converts your selfie into a meticulously hand-drawn cartoon bobble head - Your identity• Your wacky creativity - adds your flavour to the head and the message• Our quirky graphics - are made by refreshingly young people like you, for you, as suggested by you - unlike
similar looking machine printed stickers & graphics everywhere else• Widget / Keyboard over every MSGing app - enables you to share instantly in a single click. Enable it from Keyboard settings.Minor: A theme related bug fixed where keyboard background became transparent. The description of Digital World Bobble Indic Keyboard - Stickers,
Ғonts & Themes We provide Bobble Indic Keyboard - Stickers, Ғonts & Themes 6.2.4.002 APK file for Android 4.3+ and up. Long press to send★★Updated Stickers & GIFs★★Bug Fixes and Performance Improvements★ ★Introducing Animated BigMojis. Optimized for Android 11. 1. Your keyboard now learns faster as you type!4. Major: Driving Mode.
Bug fixes and performance improvements. A standard warning is shown by Android for all keyboards that you download.• Only the words you typed are saved in local dictionaries for better predictions. Long press to send★★Updated Stickers & GIFs (Independence Day Special)★★Bug Fixes and Performance Improvements★ ★Introducing Animated
BigMojis. New Image Themes for all occasions and moods.2. All new content sharing experience from notification itself 3. Download packs of stickers you like and suggest your friends• New bobble styles - stylised by caricature experts & mastered by the ALS Facial Recognition Technology• Instant Stickers - Just type your normal lifeless-text msg
wherever you’re chatting. Share everywhere, make profile pictures in a single click!• Cloud-sync - So that the wonderful graphics that you loved, & your cute little bobble heads are safely stored & never lost. - Enhanced security while typing- GIF camera in Keyboard- All new Camera Filters - Performance enhancement and other boring stuff. See 100s
of lively stickers with Your Face & Your Message. Share GIFs in High-Quality mode.2. Type better with your spacious and beautiful new keypad!!3. You don't need these apps no more!Bug Fixes and Performance Improvements. Improved word predictions ( for Hinglish) 1. With this Keyboard in your Android phone, you are the coolest in your circle.★
Regional Language Keyboards> English (India)> Hindi keyboard (Hinglish, English -> Hindi,
)> Marathi keyboard (English -> Marathi,
)> Tamil keyboard (English -> Tamil,
)> Punjabi keyboard (English -> Punjabi,
)> Gujarati keyboard (English -> Gujarati,
)> Kannada keyboard (English -> Kannada,
)> Telugu
keyboard (English -> Telugu,
)> Malayalam keyboard (English -> Malayalam,
)> Assamese keyboard (
)> Bangla keyboard (Bengal-ish, English -> Bangla,
)> Manipuri keyboard (
)> Arabic keyboard ( >)ﻋﺮﺑﻰUrdu keyboard (Urdu-ish, English -> Urdu,  >)اردوOdiya keyboard (Odiya-ish, English -> Odiya,
)>
Konkani keyboard> Bodo keyboard> Nepali keyboard (Nepalish, English -> Nepali,
)> Santhali keyboard> Bhojpuri keyboard> Dogri keyboard (
/  >) ڈوﮔﺮیSanskrit keyboard> Rajasthani Keyboard> Marwari> Sindhi ( >)ﺳﻴﻮﻫﮡMaithili (
)★ Our AI Keyboard respects your Privacy• No personal information or credit card details are
collected. If any apk download infringes your copyright, please contact us. Performance improvements. Type a word once and you can glide type it or find it in suggestions next time. Now you can reply to Whatsapp messages while driving using the brand new AI-powered Driving Mode. Share Heads & use them to have fun with friends!Get friend
suggestions to add their heads!Join your friends to create amazing stories together!Make your own head collection of loved ones!Bug Fixes & Performance improvements... Type better with your awesome new keyboard!!2. ★Introducing Animated BigMojis. Performance improvements 1. ★Now experience the app in your language★★Introducing
YouMoji : Share your animated selfies★★Share your own pop text directly from keyboard★ ★Now experience the app in your language★★Introducing YouMoji : Share your animated selfies★★Share your own pop text directly from keyboard★ ★Now experience the app in your language★★Introducing YouMoji : Share your animated selfies★★Share
your own pop text directly from keyboard★ ★Now experience the app in your language★★Introducing YouMoji : Share your animated selfies★★Share your own pop text directly from keyboard★ ★Introducing Animated BigMojis. ✔ Smart Keyboard! Connect with your Google account so it learns your typing style!✔ Customize your keyboard with many
more options inside Settings panel.✔ Urdu and many new languages added to your keyboard. Infinitely more Stickers & GIF suggestions for your chats!4. Bobble Indic Keyboard - Stickers, Ғonts & Themes is the property and trademark from the developer Bobble. The average rating is 4.00 out of 5 stars on playstore. If you want to know more about
Bobble Indic Keyboard - Stickers, Ғonts & Themes then you may visit Bobble support center for more information All the apps & games here are for home or personal use only.
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